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Dear Friend of the Mountain,
For years, we worked with the land owner and Mt. Diablo State Park to protect Curry
Canyon Ranch. Last year, when that opportunity came, the Park, although still interested,
was not able to be at the negotiating table. We took a chance and, with the help of a grant
and loan, bought the property. If we didn’t, these incredible 1,080 wild acres, could have
been lost—never to become part of a public park system.
Curry Canyon Ranch is the most expensive project we’ve ever undertaken and doubles the
acres we own and manage. Just as we were acquiring this property, we saw a significant
increase in development proposals. While we’re glad the economy is improving, we’ve had
to increase our vigilance to ensure that development doesn’t encroach on the open space we
all cherish.
The other day I was hiking on Curry Canyon Ranch. As I was taking in the vistas of the
mountain on one side, Highland Ridge and Morgan Territory on the other, the buckeyes were
beginning to leaf out and a golden eagle soared overhead. I was overwhelmed by the beauty
of what seemed to be an endless wilderness but I also realized that it is surrounded by 7
million people. I contemplated the huge challenges we face in figuring out how to protect
these natural lands from the impacts of a growing population while simultaneously making
these lands available for the public to enjoy. A difficult challenge? YES! But is it worth the
effort? ABSOLUTELY!
If we don’t protect the Diablo wilderness now, it won’t be
here for our kids and their kids. They deserve a chance to see
that eagle, run through the grassy green hills and witness that
majestic mountain rising up before them.
So, I thank you for your past efforts in preparing us to take
on the challenges that we are now addressing. I invite you to
join us to continue the journey and tackle the challenges that
lie ahead. Let’s save it for us. Let’s save it for wildlife. But
most important, let’s save it for future generations.
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Curry Canyon Ranch

George Phillips

Protecting the Heart of Diablo

Slopes of flowering ceanothus just under Curry Canyon’s Knobcone Cliffs.

Imagine

a place on Mount Diablo, a huge
hidden valley fragrant with solid
slopes of wildflowers. A pastoral
landscape with valley oak trunks 19
feet around. Diablo’s peaks tower
above and the Summit Museum
seems close enough to touch.
A Shangri-La of sycamore-lined
creeks, lush canyons studded with
boulders as large as buildings,
exposed grassland ridges with

360-degree views of nothing but
gorgeous open space.

the 1,080 acre Curry Canyon Ranch,
from the Bertagnolli estate.

A mile-long border of rocky cliffs and
wind caves, one layer above another,
and another, and another—not dozens
of caves but hundreds, maybe even
thousands.

It includes much of Curry Canyon,
the largest unprotected canyon
remaining on Diablo’s main peaks.
But the canyon is actually the smallest
part of the property.

The place exists. And it has long been
our top priority property. We’ve been
chasing this holy grail of the Diablo
wilderness for our entire history:

The three mile wide property is
50% larger than Angel Island. The
cost of acquisition alone is $7.2
million secured with a grant from the
Preserve Defend Restore Enjoy
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California Coastal Conservancy and
a loan from Dave and Dana Dornsife,
longtime supporters and last year’s
Mountain Star Award winners (see
page 7).

Recreation
There are half a dozen huge canyons
and significant peaks, including most
of Cave Point. This point was once
a destination for Mount Diablo’s
tourists by hiking along the historic
Curry-Cave Trail.
The Ranch has been the missing, still
beating heart of the mountain, hiding
in plain sight south below Diablo’s
summit. Mt. Diablo State Park wraps
around it on three sides.
Curry Canyon Ranch can be
accessed from Clayton but is closer
4
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to Blackhawk and Danville. At most
of the dozen gates along its nine mile
border, state park trails come to dead
ends, blocked by “No Trespassing”
signs. For recreational users, the
property is the missing link in four
major trail connections. You can
spend all day in areas so wild and
isolated they are nothing short of
wilderness, or climb to ridges with
views of the Sierra.

Mount Diablo Bio-Blitz, scientists
identified 733 plant and animal
species, including 30 that are rare or
threatened like the Alameda whip
snake and California red-legged frog.
Curry Canyon Ranch is the crown
jewel among all the remaining private
properties in the county.

History

It’s mountain lion country. The cliffs
and caves are home to peregrine and
prairie falcons. In spring, whole
slopes turn blue with ceanothus or
electric magenta with chaparral pea.

In addition to its wildlife, the Ranch
has a rich cultural history. It includes
the 1895 Olofson homesite and Native
American cultural sites. Ettore
Bertagnolli began acquiring land in
the canyon from the Olofson family
around 1963. He ran cattle and
created the ranch’s current size.

It includes 12 of Mount Diablo’s
16 types of plant habitats. In just
24 hours during a recent Save

Throughout our entire 43 year history,
Save Mount Diablo has talked with
Mr. Bertagnolli about acquisition of

Habitat

“Purchasing Curry Canyon Ranch

is just the beginning”
his property—but a deal was never
reached. At several points he almost
sold the property to developers.
It wasn’t until Mr. Bertagnolli
passed away in 2007 that progress
began. Representatives of his estate
approached Save Mount Diablo.

Becoming a Reality
We have sweated this purchase. The
acquisition was complex and difficult.
It came in and out of focus like a
desert mirage, always tantalizingly
close then just out of reach. Finally, a
deal was signed at the appraised value
of $7.2 million.
That’s an enormous amount—our
most expensive purchase ever.
How could we make such a deal?
Because of the Dornsife’s unwavering
support. Even with the State Coastal
Conservancy grant that we received,
it will take thousands of donations to
complete the purchase and repay the
loan.

Purchasing Curry Canyon Ranch
is just the beginning. Its amazing
landscape needs to be protected and
stewarded—an additional expense.

Long –Term Commitment
Historically, Save Mount Diablo
has acquired properties around Mt.
Diablo and then transferred them to
park agencies.
California State Parks has long
considered Curry Canyon Ranch to
be a priority addition to Mt. Diablo
State Park. However, given the
department’s current budgetary
challenges, we will own and manage
Curry Canyon Ranch for an extended
period until it can be transferred to
the state.
In the meantime, we have adopted a
management plan for the Ranch and
conducted biological surveys on the
property. We are beginning a survey
of cultural resources, making repairs
to the ranch house and water system,

and have selected grazing tenants (see
page 8) to help manage fuel loads and
sensitive resources.
Envision maintaining eight miles of
fire road or replacing nine miles of
boundary fencing. And that’s just on
Curry Canyon Ranch. We own or
manage twenty properties right now –
the equivalent of a small park district.
This is Save Mount Diablo’s most
important acquisition ever and the
most important for Mount Diablo
since North Peak was acquired in
1980. We’re working hard to finalize
the preservation of Curry Canyon.
We need your support now more
than ever to pay back the loan and
take care of Curry Canyon Ranch.
The promise of having this amazing
landscape to share with you in the
future is well worth it to us. We hope
it is to you too.

Scott Hein

You can make a donation to help protect
places like Curry Canyon Ranch while
they’re still wild so that you and future
generations can enjoy them.
www.SaveMountDiablo.org

You can donate to protect Curry Canyon Ranch’s acres forever and help to steward them for threatened
species like the California red-legged frog seen here in Curry Creek.

By Seth Adams,
our Land Programs
Director and first staff
member. He has
made saving Mount
Diablo his life’s work.
Preserve Defend Restore Enjoy
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Bringing Forth Heroes

I

t hasn’t been ours for long. But Curry Canyon Ranch has already played a major role in saving Mount
Diablo in an unexpected way. Its location makes it an obvious choice to preserve for habitat and recreation.
The Ranch’s vast acres also happened to be just below the flames of last September’s Morgan Fire. The
Ranch’s wide valley was a convenient spot from which to stage fire fighters and equipment. Soon fire trucks
and exhausted firefighters were refueling in Curry Canyon.

Stephen Joseph

Only Fitting
It seemed only fitting that the land, that is the heart of the mountain, be able to help protect the Diablo
wilderness from development fragmentation and all-consuming fire. Two of the largest recent events for
Save Mount Diablo —the purchase of Curry Canyon Ranch and the Morgan Fire— coming together just as the
Ranch will bring great trails together in Mt. Diablo State Park. Curry Canyon Ranch and the Morgan Fire
also brought together our 2013 Mountain Star Award winners—the Contra Costa Battalion of Cal Fire and
Dave and Dana Dornsife

The Morgan Fire burned more than 3,000 acres on Mt. Diablo. Curry Canyon Ranch, our newest property secured with the help of Dave and Dana Dornsife (next
page right), was an ideal staging area for Cal Fire’s Contra Costa Batalion (top of next page) and other firefighters.
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Thomas Broening

Battling Blazes
Cal Fire’s Contra Costa Battalion led the battle against
the Morgan Fire blazes. Although it took firefighters
from dozens of agencies, they were first on the scene and
the last to leave. They fought as the fire raged for five
days scorching 3,111 acres of the mountain including our
Viera North-Peak property (see page 9 to hike near the
fire area). After many of the crews had moved on, it was
our local battalion which was responsible for organizing
clean ups, recontouring bulldozer scars and reducing
potential for erosion. It was in recognition of the work
of these amazing firefighters that Cal Fire was presented
with the Mountain Star Public Service Award which
recognizes significant contributions to land preservation
by government employees.

We were able to secure Curry Canyon Ranch because
of a loan from Dave and Dana Dornsife. Longtime
supporters, Dave and Dana have sponsored our
Mountain Star Awards for years. In fact they’ve
contributed to Save Mount Diablo in just about every
way imaginable— from handing out shirts at Mount
Diablo Challenge and volunteering on committees to
leading annual hikes to share our work with others and
adopting a three acre grove of trees on Chaparral Spring.
We knew we couldn’t let them sponsor the awards this
year as they had more than earned their own recognition
with their unwavering support to preserve the
mountain. The Cornerstone Award recognizes large and
precedent-setting contributions. When we approached
the Dornsifes about the Curry Canyon property, their
immediate response was “we’ll loan you however much
money you need to secure the Ranch.” Their generosity
has given us the opportunity to preserve Curry Canyon
Ranch with your help.

Scott Hein

Securing the Ranch

“we’ll loan you however much

you need to secure the Ranch”

Tying our work together as it will tie together trails and
wildlife corridors, Curry Canyon Ranch is already proving
to truly be the heart of the Diablo wilderness. Thanks to
Tesoro, who allowed us to honor the Dornsifes and the
Contra Costa Battalion of Cal Fire, by sponsoring the
Mountain Star Awards.

By Beryl Anderson, our Public
Relations Manager. Beryl and her
family love being outdoors.
Preserve Defend Restore Enjoy
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Curry Canyon Ranch

Stewarding a Working Landscape

A

Skirting the golden hills below Windy
Point and Pond Canyon, I noticed a
large amount of debris blemishing the
property. Overgrown with tarplant
and annual grasses, the landscape
resembled a junkyard more than a
ranch. The trash removal projects I
was involved with in the following
months would shift the prospect of
stewardship to real and measurable
action. Collaboration with the Mount
Diablo Interpretive Association, the
East Bay Trail Dogs and Garaventa
Enterprises would facilitate the
removal of hundreds of cubic yards of
waste from the valley floor. There is
plenty more to keep us busy.
As my stewardship responsibilities
expanded, Curry Canyon Ranch
was becoming a working landscape
again. Save Mount Diablo partnered
with Lawrence Ginochio and Carissa
and Vic Rivers on cattle grazing
operations. Introduced in late 2013,
8
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George Phillips

s I first entered Save Mount
Diablo’s newest and most
expansive land acquisition to date,
I couldn’t help but feel an air of
opportunity. Curry Canyon Ranch
reflects the history and land use
practices of East Bay ranching,
with semblances of a vastly wooded
valley floor, an old homestead site
and a shaded riparian corridor.
Towering valley oaks, white-barked
sycamores, and twisted, hulking
buckeye trees still stand, fed by the
shallow aquifer of Curry Creek.
Coming from the foggy coastal
bluffs of the Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, I was thrilled with
the prospect of stewarding a working
landscape with abundant natural
resources in Contra Costa County.
Carissa and Vic Rivers graze their heritage-breed Red Angus cattle on Curry Canyon Ranch which helps
to control grasses that increase fire danger on the property.

the Rivers’ herd of heritage-breed Red Angus cattle now roams the lower
portions of the property. A beautifully rich, tawny color, cow-calf pairs can
be seen sauntering along hillsides or lounging in the shade provided by the
ancient oaks of the valley. Cattle grazing can be an excellent way to reduce
fire danger since the cattle naturally keep grass growth in check as they
eat. The Ranch was threatened by the Morgan Fire (see page 6) so we and
neighbors are very focused on fuel loads, but also on enhancing endangered
species habitat and the property’s beauty.
In my short time with Save Mount Diablo, I have witnessed stewardship by
definition; we have purchased and now protect Curry Canyon Ranch from
development pressures. My initial reaction to the property was a sense of
opportunity, a chance to move beyond the strict definition of “stewardship” to
include landscape enhancement and ecological restoration. I am ecstatic to be
involved with the care of this crucial piece of the mountain’s open space.

By Jim Cartan, our new
Stewardship Associate. For the
last two years, he worked for
National Park Service in the Marin
Headlands while getting his M.S. in
Environmental Management.

You can join Jim to help
restore natural lands on one
of our properties. Check our
Activites Calendar for dates
at SaveMountDiablo.org

Flowers from Flames
Hiking Perkins Canyon After the Morgan Fire

I

plug my headphones in and lace up
my hiking boots, excited to explore
a place that I have never been. The
best part about this little adventure
I’m about to embark on is that I’m not
going alone. I just downloaded Save
Mount Diablo’s latest free audible
trail guide—Perkins Canyon—and
am bringing along a knowledgeable
group of folks like Diablo Valley
College Geology professor Jean
Hetherington, local historian and
author Anne Marshall Homan
and Mount Diablo Interpretive
Association naturalist Ken Lavin. It’s
just the crowd for an afternoon in Mt.
Diablo State Park.
Perkins Canyon lies in the wild,
northeast corner of the Park three
miles south of Clayton. There is
no official entrance but it’s a place
you don’t want to miss with diverse
wildlife and wildflowers, unique
geology and a colorful history.

The hike is a two mile loop with 10
stops on the guide. As I click play,
the guides and my feet begin.
Just like stepping back in time, I
first pass a pile of rubble north of the
Perkins Canyon meadow and learn
it’s what’s left of an old mercury
mining operation. This area was the
ninth largest producer of mercury in
the country. Amazing!
As I continue down the trail, I look
up to see a giant, mushroom-shaped
“volcanic dome”. Knowing that
Mount Diablo is not a volcano, Jean
Hetherington explains, “the volcanic
dome was formed when magma the
consistency of toothpaste oozed up
from the earth’s mantle before the
mountain itself was formed.” Phew; I
don’t need to watch out for lava here.
I stop for a break along the dry creek,
hoping that in the spring it will be

flowing. But in the meantime, I peer
into the creek bed and learn that some
of these ancient rocks are separated
by a million years of geologic history.
Off I go, as the trail takes me through
an area that burned in September’s
Morgan Fire. I‘m happy to see plants
sprouting in the charcoal colored soil.
After Mount Diablo’s last two big
fires in 1931 and 1977, fire followers
appeared, plants that hadn’t been seen
on the mountain in decades. Their
seeds laid dormant until triggered by
heat or the smoke’s chemicals.
This spring and next will be a good
time to look for these special species
like flame poppies, golden eardrops,
and whispering bells. I’ll be back for
that! Like our own Seth Adams says,
“Every few feet something unfolds at
lower Perkins Canyon”.
My hike is ending but there is so
much more to see! If you want to
learn more about serpentine rocks, the
Volvon tribe and a circus clown miner
on Mount Diablo listen to the guide
today. Take these knowledgeable
experts along with you as you explore
this unique part of Mount Diablo!

Scott Hein

You can download Audible Guides at
SaveMountDiablo.org. The guides are
produced by Save Mount Diablo and
Mount Diablo Interpretive Association
in partnership with Joan Hamilton
at Audible Guides to the Outdoors
supported by California State Parks
Foundation and the Thomas J. Long
Foundation.

Take a private tour of Perkins Canyon, including this volcanic dome, guided by experts with the
latest free Audible Guide.

By Amanda Bucknam,
our Advancement
Associate and an avid
hiker and trail runner.
Preserve Defend Restore Enjoy
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Development Threats Pick Up Speed

I

f you’re like me and check up on
economic news, you’ve noticed that
things are picking up! Stocks, home
prices, and employment rates are all
rising. What does this have to do with
Mount Diablo? Everything. The open
space and recreational opportunities
just outside your door are a big reason
why this region is such a desirable
place to live. As the economy revs up,
Save Mount Diablo is heading into a
very busy year to defend the mountain
from development and to ensure
that the quality of life we all enjoy
improves along with the economy.

North of the Mountain
James Donlon Boulevard
Extension
The James Donlon Boulevard
Extension is a proposed 1.71-mile
road between Antioch’s Somersville
Road and Pittsburg’s Kirker Pass.
It’s also between one approved and
one proposed Seeno development
(see Montreux to the right). It would
require huge cuts and fills of steep
landslide prone hills, and more than
2.1 million cubic yards of grading.
Beautiful canyons that serve as
10
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wildlife corridors would be bulldozed
and blasted away, and five of six
stream canyons would be culverted,
increasing the risk of fires and
downstream flooding. It would chop
the historic Wayne Thomas Ranch
in half, likely ending the Thomas
family’s ranching livelihood. The
City of Pittsburg says the Extension
would relieve traffic, but all it
would do is relocate existing traffic
bottlenecks and open up more land to
development, which would increase
traffic. The project would be so
ineffective that it’s at the bottom of
regional transportation agencies’
lists of priority projects. If that
weren’t bad enough, analyisis by our
consultants suggests that the costs for
the Extension are underestimated by
$50-75 million and Pittsburg residents
would be left with the bill. You
can see videos about the project at
SaveMountDiablo.org.
Montreux
Montreux is the proposed Seeno
development lying at the western
end of the Extension. It calls for
massive grading and excavation of
a scenic ridge to construct more

than 350 “cookie-cutter” houses,
requiring large cuts to hill slopes.
All this would occur in an area
outside of the Pittsburg city limits
that is surrounded on three sides by
protected open space, including a
property we preserved. Montreux
violates at least 16 hillside and
open space protection policies
in the Pittsburg General Plan.
Unfortunately, Seeno companies have
been able to ignore environmental
regulations in Pittsburg before.
The Pointe
The Pointe is another Seeno company
project at the eastern end of the
proposed Extension that would
have leveled an entire hill to build
a gated subdivision in the middle
of an existing community without
a standard Environmental Impact
Report. Luckily, we and Antioch
residents scored a recent victory on
this project when most of the Antioch
City Council listened to our concerns
and voted to deny this project.
Brentwood General Plan
The Brentwood General Plan
is being updated. A General

Plan is considered a city’s “constitution
for development” and therefore should
not encourage sprawl but instead focus
development on the most efficient areas.
While the current proposal is much
improved from earlier versions, right now the
update would encourage some low density
development outside the voter-approved Urban
Limit Line. We are engaging all stakeholders.

South of the Mountain

would replace more than 300 old turbines with the new design. We
are advocating for a more ambitious target for reducing golden eagle
deaths and ironclad guarantees that if the new turbines fail to reach
their targets, the number of turbines installed for the project will be
greatly reduced.

By Juan Pablo Galvan, our new Land Use Planner. His
experience includes bird and marine mammal research
and environmental consultantation on NCCP/HCP
projects. He holds a B.S. in Ecology, Behavior and
Evolution with a minor in Political Science and an M.S. in
Sustainable Development and Conservation Biology.

Dublin Open Space Initiative
The 2014 Dublin Open Space Initiative would
create an Urban Limit Line on Dublin’s east
side beyond which development could not
occur without a vote of the people. It would
also make permanent the existing Line on the
west side, which expires in 2030. We are part
of a coalition organizing a signature drive
to qualify the Initiative for the ballot. If it
succeeds, it would protect the beautiful and
wildlife-rich open space of Doolan Canyon,
which separates Dublin and Livermore, from
a 2,000-unit housing project that may be
developed if Dublin annexes the area.
Tassajara Parks
The Tassajara Parks project, formerly known
as “New Farm”, originally proposed largescale development outside of San Ramon’s and
the County Urban Limit Line. It threatened
800 acres of the beautiful Tassajara Valley,
which supports threatened species habitat
as well as ranching. Recently, the developer
revised the proposal to develop a 30-acre
Urban Limit Line exception that would
be potentially allowable by the county. In
exchange, the rest of the area—up to 726
acres—would be dedicated to East Bay
Regional Park District and the Urban Limit
Line would be strengthened.
Sand Hills Wind Repower
The Sand Hills Winds Repower project in the
Altamont Pass proposes a scientific study to
determine if replacing old wind turbines in
the area with new “shrouded” wind turbines
effectively reduces bird deaths. If fatality
reduction targets are met for key species, it

Development Threats Around the Mountain:
1. James Donlon Boulevard Extension
2. Montreux
3. The Pointe
4. Brentwood General Plan Update
5. Dublin Open Space Initiative

6. Tassajara Parks
7. Sand Hills Wind Repower Project
Curry Canyon Ranch
Perkins Canyon
Photo at Left: Doolan Canyon
Preserve Defend Restore Enjoy
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Events

Enjoying the Mountain
Moonlight on the Mountain
September 7, 2013

Guests enjoy the perfectly warm wetaher as they dine in the twilight by China Wall.
County Supervisor Federal Glover & Janice Glover with Rebecca & Randy Iwasaki.
Jessica Cliff, Stacy Nieporte, Kim Lawrence & Desare Kallingal admire the view.

Tom Morgenstern

David Ogden

David Ogden

Save Mount Diablo commemorated 42 years of land preservation success at the annual Moonlight on the Mountain.
The 500 guests in attendance made 2013 the most successful fundraising effort in the event’s history.

Trail Adventure
November 3, 2013

Ashley Rose

Trail Adventure offers everyone an opportunity to enjoy and support local park trails. With a 5K, 10K, Half
Marathon and Family Hike, over 800 participants got active on the Mount Diablo trails on November 3rd.

The young members of the Oak Hill Racing team lead the 5K running pack out of the starting gate with gusto.
Parveen Raju, Arianna Cobiren, Jocelyn Alcaraz, Socorro Franco, Emily Reynolds & Gabriela Pontifice from Ranch Medanos Running Club.
This father daughter duo finished the Family Hike from Macedo Ranch to Castle Rock Recreation Area in style.
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Mount Diablo Challenge
October 6, 2013

Doorstep Photography

Scott Hein

Scott Hein

Biking enthusiasts took on the challenge of climbing to the summit of
Mount Diablo again this fall. Spanning 11.2 miles to the top, the course
granted participants incredible views, including areas
affected by the Morgan Fire.

Adriano Castro of San Francisco and Adrian Hinman of Piedmont push up “The Wall” to the finish line in just over 53 minutes.
Hundreds of cyclists gather near the stage for goodies and the award ceremony at the Lower Summit fair after the ride.
Mother daughter team, Shannon and nine year old Honor Warburg, climb the 3,549 feet in elevation up Mount Diablo with a smile.

Diablo 3D & Symphony
At Diablo 3D & Symphony, Dana and Dave Dornsife and the
Contra Costa Batallion of Cal Fire accepted Mountain Star Awards
for their dedication to protecting the Diablo wilderness. Following,
Stephen Joseph’s breathtaking 3D images accompanied by the
Contra Costa Wind Symphony wowed audience members. It was a
powerful tribute to the mountain’s dynamic nature.

Dave and Dana Dornsife (center) accept their award flanked
by Executive Director Ron Brown and Assemblymember
Joan Buchanan.
Firefighters with the Contra Costa Batallion of CalFire
who were honored with a Mountain Star Award during the
ceremony before the show.
The Contra Costa Wind Symphony performed Ron
Paquette’s original score partnered with Stephen Joseph’s
dramatic 3D images.

Johanes Cizek

Tom Morgenstern

Johanes Cizek

November 6, 2013

By Kelly Stein, our new Event
and Volunteer Coordinator.
Kelly holds a Public Relations
degree and brings with her
seven years of well-rounded
event expertise.
Preserve Defend Restore Enjoy
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Appreciation

Board & Staff

W

e are fortunate to have an
incredible group of supporters,
hardworking volunteers, staff and
Board of Directors. Two Directors
have left our Board, Ken Dami and
Brian Kruse.

We also want to thank several staff
members who have helped save the
mountain for the past few years (or
months).

Ken Dami and
his family have
relocated to Southern
California. We
would like to
thank Ken for his
commitment to local youth and
engaging them in outdoor activities
such as our Campout for families who
may not otherwise have a chance to
experience camping.

Emily Seidel began
working with us in
2010 as our Events
and Volunteer
Coordinator.
She decided to
expand her passion for serving the
community and accepted a position
in San Francisco as a Community
Engagement Manager. We will miss
Emily’s energy and enthusiasm and
look forward to seeing her on the
trail.

Brian has retired
from the Board
of Directors after
serving for the last
three years. He
will continue as a
Land Committee member, keeping
us informed of land owner issues and
land use in the Brentwood area.

Christine Chestnut
joined us in 2010 as
our Grant Writer and
then moved in to the
position of Counsel.
With two small
children, Christine will focus on other
goals, including spending more time
exploring nature with her kids.

Nancy Woltering
participated in the
2011 Four Days
Diablo and in 2012
became a part-time
staff member in our
Land Department. Nancy provided
land use and conservation services
for us and worked with the Land and
Stewardship committees preparing
management plans for our properties.
Nancy and her husband have
relocated to the South Bay Peninsula
but you may still run into her on the
trails of Mount Diablo.
Ashley Rose
assisted us with
Communications
while Beryl was
out on family
leave. Ashley is
off to explore new endeavors as the
Communications and Graphic Design
Specialist at Shelter Inc in Martinez.
She is continuing her support of Save
Mount Diablo by running her first
10K at the Diablo Trails Challenge.

Event Sponsors
M
Gagen

ce Mechan
i
an

ca
n
l, I
c.

Perfo
rm

Attorneys at Law

AN
COMPANY

Dave & Dana Dornsife
Black Diamond Brewery
Clif Bar
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Jeanne Thomas
Contra Costa Times
Crooked Vine
Diablo Motors

Bob & Joan Marx
FarWest Sanitation & Storage
Fenestra
Occasio

Charla Gabert & David Frane
Wente
Zipp Speed Weaponry

Tributes
Thank you to all of our supporters. Tribute gifts, donations in honor or memory of loved ones, made between July 1st and December 31st, 2013
are listed below. Your generosity preserves, defends and restores the mountain for all of us to enjoy!

In M em o r y of
Linda Andersson
Bruce Fogel
John Arkwright
Nancy Arkwright
Brandon Armstrong
Philipp & Margaret
Philipps
Paul Baxter
Carol Baxter
Helen & Bohus Benes
Helen Benes Kaiser
Bernie & Paloma
Stephen A. Arntz
Welby Bigelow, M.D.
Melvin & Barbara Bacher
Barbara & Robert Birch
Joan Bodenman
Gilbert & Brenda Byers
Joyce Carden
Gene Cecchettini
Larry & Nancy Crevin
Marvin & Ruth Epstein
Jo Ann Hanna
Luman & Marilyn Hughes
Richard & Carol Hyman
Marston & Anne Leigh
Albert & Julie Limberg
Malcolm & Natalie
Mackenzie
Joan & Roger Mann
Shirley & Bill McGrath
Arthur Reiss
Maynard & Olga Jane
Rotermund
Jeanne & Bill Ryan
Patricia & Philip Sapunor
Helene Schwartz
Dana Slauson
Nancy B. Smith
Nancy & Stephen Taylor
Allan Tobias
Charles O Youngquist
Suzanne Yuen
Emma Lou Blodgett
Jo Ann Hanna
Art Bonwell
Russell Guy
Alfred & Barbara Sattler
Roger Bouyea
John Bouyea
Mary Bowerman
Alfred & Barbara Sattler
James P. Butler Jr.
Carolyn Butler
William “Bill” Christopher
Jonathan Haber
Alyce & Clare Karahalios
David Kirske
Ray W. Nilson
Cynthia Jean Fassnacht
Toleman
William & Gloria
Christopher
Allynee Brown
Kendall “Ken” Cole
Lee & Mary Anderson
Ernestine Bain
Barbara Peeks Dunn
& Krista Dittman
Janet Grant
Margaret & John Hansen

Elaine Jacob
Susan Kokores
Donald & Barbara Moller
Elizabeth & John Ostrom
David & Jo Anne Perkins
Bonnie Prystas
Richard & Dorothy
Russell
Anneke Shurtleff
Pat & Nancy Shy
John & Rose Tom
Carol O. West
Mary Louise & Bruce
Wilson
Andrew Wolfe
Rita Coleman
Glenn & Sheree
Drummond
Thomas Curry
Ted & Janice McKinnon
Debbie
Ann Vandepol
Carolyn Dildine
Dorothy J. Wilson
Jack Ditzel
Ami Ditzel
Scott Dowd
Tedd J. Dowd
Robert & Judith
Wilkenfeld
John Farley
John E. Antczak
Farley Technical Services
Karen Stepper
Father of Ingrid Lara
Jay & Ellen Israel
Anna Louise Ferri
Lawrence E. Ferri
Helen S. Fink
David Fink
Bill Fortner
Florence Abe
Dorothy Garcia
Larry Day & Cherie
Garcia-Day
Ernest Godfrey
Edward Godfrey
& Melanie Zukowski
George Hammond
Kristin Newman
Jean P. Hauser
Barbara Hauser
Fred C. Hawkins
Fred C. Hawkins, Jr.
Hulet Hornbeck
Margaret Steele
Vic & Nel Ives
Virginia Ives
& Paul Orsay
Kayla
Steve & Linda Mehlman
John W. Kelly
Barbara A. Baxter
Connie Lawrence
Louise Massante
Karen Louise Lutz
Deborah Ann Lutz
John Magana
Ted & Janice McKinnon
Margaret “Peggy” Mahler
Barbara Mahler
Kate McKillop
Don & Nancy Erman

Donald E. McKinnon
Ted & Janice McKinnon
Kay Lee Meyer
Colton W. Meyer
Janet Montes
Terry & Glenn Gonzalez

Hope Robertson
Valerie A. Mark
Clark Row
Doryce R. Partridge
Ann Ryan & Gus Haro
Joe & Susan Ryan

Robert Walker
Sara Walker
John “Spike” Wallin
Pearl Harbor Survivors
Mt. Diablo Chapter 13
Audrey Wilson
Thomas & Cora Wright

In H o no r of

A wild bee lands on a Blue Dick bloom at
Curry Canyon Ranch. By David Ogden.

“Dandy” our rescue
Welsh-Cob pony
Gary & Jo Ann Yates
Grover “Pete” Peterson
Ingrid Butler-Potter
The Grier Family
Lena Kollé
Mary Madison
Lawrence & Clare Rogers
Leroy & Joan Thompson
Eleanor Yarr
Grover F. Peterson Jr.
Roland Brandel
& Ellen Peterson
Dick Powell
David & Judith Gavin
Queenie
Alise & John Bamforth
Craig Z.Randall
Bold, Polisner, Maddow,
Nelson & Judson
Donald & Barbara
Bouchet
Marcella Colarich
Contra Costa
Water District
Adrienne Galvin
William Hanley
Carole & Michael Hatch
Scott & Claudia Hein
Millie Lopez
Esther Kwapich
Sage & Michelle
Sangiacomo
Harvey & Louise Wall
Dan & Barbara Reid
Cavett Robert

Gen & Bill Sattler
Henry Segrove
William & Genevieve
Sattler
Alfred & Barbara Sattler
Bruce Schremp
Bernice Schremp
Richard Shouse
Lisa Greif
Sophie & Krista
Anita Taff Rice
& Craig Rice
Robert Stebbins, Ph.D
Steven Raymond
James “Jim” Stevens
Bernard & Sarah Graham
Elaine Parker
Carolyn Richardson
Barbara Stevens
Leslie De Boer
& Ronald Wichmann
Tom & Gretchen Guyot
Natalie Cahill
& Heather Soracco
Elisabeth & Roger Smith
Bettye P. Stratton
Jeff deBoer
James Stewart
Brett Stewart
John Sumpter
Cheryll Sumpter
Hanna Sveen
Kermit Sveen
Louis J. Trunk
David Ogden
& Sandy Biagi

Seth Adams
Jo Ann Hanna
Cindy Spring
& Charles A. Garfield
Otis Anderson
David Ogden
& Sandy Biagi
James L. Bartlett
James Bartlett
& Mimi Foord
Carol Baxter
Elizabeth Baxter
Karen & Steve Beck
Helen & Garrett Romain
Steve & Brenda Benkly
Jody Benkly
Joan Birke
Rod & Barbara Levander
Steve Bort
Jon & Debra Kalan
Scott Brignoni
Susan E Saxe
Danyiell Brown
Karon Ybarra
Ron Brown
Stuart & Barbara
McCullough
Ellen Castleman
Ken & Ellen Castleman
Dick Clarkson & FKA
Margaret & Dick
Clarkson
Alvin & Connie Loosli
Ed Loosli
Curry Canyon Ranch
Manfred & Bernice
Lindner
Jack & Ami Ditzel
Julie Natali
Dave & Dana Dornsife
Karen Ambrogi
Kyle & Drew Duchscherer
Duane & Linda
Duchscherer
Abigail Fateman
Martha & Richard
Fateman
Conrad Figueroa
Suzanne & Conrad
Figueroa
Andrew Ford
John & Ann Noll
Todd Freter & Roger Saut
Ami Ditzel
Charla Gabert
Mary Gail Compton
Brian Gagnon
Moira C. McCabe
Tena Gallagher
Jay & Ellen Israel
John Gallaway
Cathy & Jeffrey L. Brown

Chris & Lorie Gros
Balthazard-Shay
Andrew Crews
Sue & Phil Grover
Tim Rich
Claudia & Scott Hein
Michael & Jane Larkin
Susan Tanner
Prof. Jean Hetherington
Norma J. Alexander
Dennis & Anna Belle
Horgan
Margaret & Leon Beeler
Dr. Gregory & Ann
Hummel
Gene & Jeannine
Hummel
Gregory Hunter
Frank Caldwell
Jack Joseph
Jackiel Joseph
& Gail Gordon
Stephen Joseph
Karen Scally
Carl King
Carl R. King
Craig Lingel
Jessica Lingel
Molly Marshall
Jennifer Russell
My Daughter
Ruth Wick
Anne-Jette Oxenburgh
Bob & Anne-Jette
Oxenburgh
Lori Oxman
Michael Oxman
Ron Paquette
Bart & Ruthanne Worden
Judy Probert
Ginny A. Fereira
Christine Schmidt
Patricia Farrell
Sarah Scholl
Sally Scholl
Uila Schwindt
Penelope & Jim Adams
Julie Seelen
Donald & Joan Kurtz
Mildred Snelson
David & Karen Snelson
Jim Stevens
Carol Blackburn
David Theis
Jacqueline & Paul Royce
Mike Tuciaroni
Phyllis Lager
Scott Turner
Susan E Saxe
Laura Vonnegut
Lisa Lewis Sernett
David Waal
David & Laura Waal
Colonel Roy Wells
Kirsten Jobb
Bernie Wolf
Bernard & Lonna Wolf
Steve Yee
Ron & Rebecca Yee
Kim Zagon
Lillian Tsai
& Steve Richie
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Experience the Mountain Your Way

Moonlight on the Mountain
This unique anniversary celebration
includes wine tasting, hors d’oeuvres,
silent and live auctions, an elegant dinner,
live music and the Mountain Star Awards
next to the dramatic rocks of China Wall
with a spectacular view of Mount Diablo.
Saturday, September 6, 2014

Mount Diablo Challenge
A thousand cyclists compete in this timed
ride, climbing 3,249 feet in elevation in just
11.2 miles to the summit. In addition to
coveted shirts for cyclists finishing under an
hour, prizes are awarded at the summit with
refreshments for all.
Sunday, November 5, 2014

Trail Adventure
Find your adventure! Presented by
Chevron, this event offers a distance for
everyone with a Half-Marathon, 5K,
10K and Family Hike on Diablo’s slopes.
Runners and hikers receive medals and
shirts at the expo after the race.
Sunday, November 2, 2014

Save Mount Diablo’s Partner Sponsors
Garaventa Enterprises

Preserve natural lands through
acquisition and cooperative efforts.
Defend Mount Diablo and its foothills
from threats of development through
land use planning and public education.
Restore habitat prior to transfer to a
public agency for permanent
preservation and public use.
Enjoy Diablo’s parks through events and
recreational opportunities.

Why We Care

To preserve Mount Diablo’s peaks,
surrounding foothills, and watersheds
through land acquisition and
preservation strategies designed to
protect the mountain’s natural beauty,
biological diversity, and historic and
agricultural heritage; enhance our area’s
quality of life; and provide recreational
opportunities consistent with the
protection of natural resources.

What We Do

Our Mission

Partner Sponsors support our land preservation programs and receive recognition at all events for one year. Call Kelly for info at (925) 947-3535.
This is our home. Preserving natural
land forever means safeguarding our
quality of life, including our air, water,
and views. Only half of Mount Diablo
has been preserved. The other half of
the mountain, over 70,000 acres, is
privately owned and still threatened by
development. That means risking the
loss of wildlife corridors, ecosystems
and recreational opportunities.

